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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper starts from the idea of automatically choosing 
the appropriate thresholds for a shadow detection algorithm. 
It is based on the maximization of the agreement between 
two independent shadow detectors without training data. 
Firstly, this shadow detection algorithm is described and 
then, it is adapted to analyze video surveillance sequences. 
Some modifications are introduced to increase its robustness 
in generic surveillance scenarios and to reduce its overall 
computational cost (critical in some video surveillance 
applications). Experimental results show that the proposed 
modifications increase the detection reliability as compared 
to some previous shadow detection algorithms and performs 
considerably well across a variety of multiple surveillance 
scenarios.  
 
Index Terms— Shadow detection, mutual information, 
detectors agreement, video processing, video surveillance. 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Nowadays, surveillance systems have more demand, 
specifically for its application in public areas, as airports, 
stations, subways, entrance to buildings and mass events. In 
this context, reliable detection of moving objects is the most 
critical requirement for the surveillance systems.  
In the moving object detection process, one of the 
main challenges is to differentiate moving objects from their 
shadows. Moving cast shadows [1] are usually misclassified 
as part of the moving object making the following analysis 
stages, such as object classification or tracking, to perform 
inaccurate. Several shadow detection algorithms have been 
proposed and they can be classified by their use of 
chromaticity information [2][3][4], edge information [5], 
stereo information [6] or a combination between them  [7].  
Moreover, the shadow detection process usually 
involves a number of classifiers which are trained with 
labelled data. In this context, the availability of training data 
is a critical issue and its creation presents two basic 
problems: the difficulty of manual annotation (determining 
the accuracy of the learned models) and the amount of data 
used (the classifier will be very specific if it is huge or it 
won’t be optimal if it is small). Some approaches have been 
proposed to avoid the need of training data and therefore the 
problems mentioned above. The approach commonly used 
is based on maximizing the agreement between independent 
detectors applied on the same data. In [8], the authors 
adaptively compute thresholds for foreground detection 
maximizing the mutual information between foreground 
maps calculated for visual and thermal infrared images. The 
same authors apply the previous scheme for the shadow 
detection task in single images in [4]. Similarly, in [3] an 
HSV-based shadow detection algorithm is proposed that 
dynamically estimates its parameters using some pre-
defined relations between the object and shadow pixels that 
are independent of the scene type. 
In this paper we extend the work presented in [4]. 
Firstly, the shadow detection algorithm for single images is 
described and adapted to process video surveillance 
sequences. Then, some modifications are included to 
increase the robustness and reduce the computational cost of 
the adapted shadow detection algorithm. Finally, the 
proposed algorithm is tested with indoor/outdoor video 
surveillance sequences to analyze the modifications added.  
The paper is structured as follows: section 2 briefly 
describes the idea presented in [4], section 3 describes the 
adaptation to analyze video sequences and section 4 the 
modifications done to increase the overall performance. In 
section 5, experimental results and comparative ones are 
shown, while section 6 closes the paper with some 
conclusions and future work. 
 
2. BASE SHADOW DETECTION ALGORITHM  
 
The shadow detection algorithm described in [4] (from now 
on base algorithm) is based on the application of two 
independent shadow detectors with different configurations 
(thresholds) and chooses the one that maximizes the 
agreement between the applied detectors. Basically, the idea 
is to train each detector with the other (finding the 
maximum agreement). This process is iteratively repeated 
until the parameter configuration has no change (optimum 
configuration). 
 In this algorithm, there are three relevant aspects: the 
shadow detectors applied, the agreement measure and the 
optimization algorithm. 
 As independent shadow detectors, they propose to use 
the bounded decrease in brightness (using two thresholds) 
and the bounded decrease in saturation (using two 
thresholds). These two decreases are computed as the 
relative change between each pixel in the current and 
background image (calculated as the median background 
image) using the HSV colour space. As the output of the 
shadow detectors is a binary image, the agreement measure 
is computed between two binary signals using the Kendall’s 
τ or the mutual information [4]. These two measures 
compute the correlation between the two binary signals 
(masks) using a 4-value co-occurrence histogram of the 
pixels values. The optimization algorithm is used to search 
the maximum of the agreement measure. The overall 
optimization process is based on the interaction between 
two optimization stages until there is no change. Each stage 
tries to choose the optimum thresholds of one detector 
considering the output image of the other detector constant. 
The authors propose to use a dynamic programming-based 
solution that reduces the number of iterations to find the 
desired value of thresholds that maximize the agreement.  
 
3. VIDEO PROCESSING SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
 
The shadow detection algorithm described above is used in 
single images without any pre/post-processing stages.  
In this paper we propose to introduce the algorithm in 
a video surveillance system. Firstly, as a pre-processing 
stage, we propose to introduce a background subtraction 
stage (using a standard GMM algorithm [9]) that reduces 
the amount of data analyzed in the shadow detection stage. 
Then, we propose a noise removal stage based on 
mathematical morphology as a post-processing stage of the 
foreground and shadow detection stages. Specifically, the 
operation used is called “Opening by reconstruction of 
erosion” [10] and it preserves the underlying shape of the 
object associated to the shadows. Furthermore, the results of 
each optimization stage (optimum thresholds) are used as 
starting point in the analysis of the following frame. 
Additionally, a buffer is introduced in the optimization stage 
to speed-up the process.  
4. MODIFICATION DESCRIPTION 
 
In this section we describe some modifications introduced to 
increase the algorithm performance in many situations and 
reduce its computational cost. 
 
4.1. Addition of a new shadow detector 
 
The algorithm described in [4] presents some false positives 
due to the detection of isolated pixels as shadows.  
For this reason, we propose to introduce a new shadow 
detector based on the hypothesis that the intensity reduction 
inside a shadow region is similar. It is based in the colour 
constancy property between pixels of the same region and it 
is described in [7]. This detector is introduced to discard the 
wrong detection of shadow pixels in the base algorithm. 
Additionally, the base algorithm already computes the 
intensity reduction ratio (see section 2) and the calculation 
of this new detector adds low computational cost to the 
whole shadow detection algorithm. 
 
4.2. Agreement measure 
 
In [4], the agreement measure used (Kendall’s τ) is 
described between two binary sources. In the proposed 
algorithm, there are three independent binary sources (with 
the addition of the shadow detector described in 4.1) and the 
calculation of the Kendall’s τ (extended to three binary 
signals) significantly increases the computational cost. 
In [11], the authors propose to calculate binary 
similarity measures between different bit planes of an 
image. The basic idea is to compute for each pixel the 
similarity of each bit plane with the other bit planes and to 
integrate all the computed similarities. As the calculation of 
these measures requires a lot of operations, their calculation 
is reasonable when we have a large number of binary 
sources. 
In this paper we propose to use a simple and well 
known measure of similarity, the correlation between two 
signals. This operation is very efficient in computational 
terms and it can be easily extended to three binary signals 
(computing it in pairs). 
 
4.3. Optimization stage 
 
In the base algorithm [4], the described optimization stage is 
based on the interaction and optimization between two 
sources. It can be extended to deal with three binary sources 
but the computational cost is highly increased. Additionally, 
the computational cost of the optimization stage used can be 
reduced by selecting an initial value close to the optimum 
thus reducing the value search range as in video surveillance 
sequences values are similar in consecutive frames.  
In this paper, we propose to use a gradient ascent 
algorithm [12] to choose the optimum thresholds between 
the three detectors (using 4 thresholds that correspond to 
maximum and minimum decrease in brightness, maximum 
difference in saturation and the maximum intensity 
reduction ratio). Additionally, we have divided the 
optimization process in two stages to speed-up it. The first 
stage uses a coarse step to choose values close to the 
optimum and the second stage uses a fine step to choose the 
optimum values. 
Table 1:  Description of properties of each test sequence
Dataset Sequence Type Length Shadow  Strength 
Noise 
Level 
Shadow 
Size 
Int. Room Indoor 900 Low High MediumATON 
Campus Outdoor 1179 Low High Large 
PV_Easy Outdoor 1200 Medium Low MediumAVSS 
2007 AB_Easy Indoor 2000 Low Low Small 
S1_T1_C3 Indoor 3020 Medium Low Large PETS 
2006 S4_T5_A3 Indoor 2195 Medium Medium Large 
 
4.4. Temporal filtering 
 
Experiments performed on the base algorithm showed that 
sometimes the results (the optimized thresholds) are not 
determined correctly. This is due to the shadow strength, 
shadow similarity with the background, shadow pixels 
percentage with respect to the foreground pixels and other 
issues. These failures are difficult to detect and the use of 
the agreement measure (or the quality of the agreement [4]) 
does not provide enough information to detect them. 
In this paper, we propose to use a temporal filtering 
stage to reduce the effect of these wrong optimum values 
determined using a Gaussian filter for smoothing each 
optimized threshold 
 
4.5. Fusion scheme 
 
The addition of a third detector in the shadow detection 
process allows the combination of the results of the shadow 
detectors using different schemes. 
In this paper, we propose to use two simple fusion 
schemes for considering a pixel as a shadow. One is based 
on the agreement between the three detectors and the other 
is based on the agreement between two (at least) of them. 
 
5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 
In this section, experimental results of the proposed 
algorithm are presented.Experiments were carried out on 
selected sequences from the i-LIDS dataset for AVSS2007 
(available at http://www.avss2007.org),  the PETS2006 
dataset (available at http://www.pets2006.net/), the ATON 
dataset (available at http://cvrr.ucsd.edu/aton/shadow/). The 
system has been implemented in Matlab. Tests were 
executed on a Pentium IV with a CPU frequency of 2.8 
GHz and 1GB RAM. 
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed 
algorithm, we have determined the properties of the selected 
sequences. A description of the selected test sequences and 
its properties is shown in Table 1. Following other authors 
[1][2][3][5], we have decided to use the shadow detection 
accuracy η and the shadow discrimination accuracy ξ as the 
performance measures. They are defined as follows: 
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where TP indicates True Positives, FN indicates False 
Negatives and the subscript S/F indicates Shadow or 
Foreground.  
To evaluate and compare the performance of the 
proposed algorithm, we provide labeled data to it, therefore 
decoupling the errors coming from the background 
subtraction stage from the ones inherent to the proposed 
algorithm. Firstly, a background image of each test 
sequence is calculated using the system proposed in section 
3 and then a foreground mask is calculated using the 
foreground and shadow ground-truth data. This ground-
truth has been prepared on representative frames of the 
different situations of interest for each video sequence 
(different shadow size/strength, low percentage of shadow 
points…). The experimental results obtained using the two 
fusion schemes proposed are compared with respect to the 
standard HSV shadow detection algorithm [2] using the 
fixed thresholds proposed in [2], the base algorithm [4] (we 
want to thank the authors for the code provided for running 
these set of tests) and its adaptation. They are summarized 
ATON AVSS 2007 PETS 2006 
Campus Int. Room PV_Easy AB_Easy S1_T1_C3 S4_T5_A3  η (%) ξ (%) η (%) ξ (%)η (%) ξ (%) η (%) ξ (%) η (%) ξ (%) η (%) ξ (%)
Average 
framerate
(320x240) 
Standard HSV algorithm [2]  25.3 69.6 35.1 85.5 68.6 88.2 30.2 87.5 37.6 89.4 29.3 94.8 12 fps 
Base algorithm [4] 17.7 92.6 42.6 54.8 60.5 44.7 73.0 76.9 39.2 66.4 56.0 59.1 1.05 fps 
Base algorithm [4] adapted  42.1 68.7 57.5 86.9 67.3 52.8 89.8 86.29 85.6 83.6 84.3 93.0 1.55 fps 
Proposed algorithm 
(agreement between two) 69.6 79.6 80.9 83.1 70.5 77.6 95.8 86.0 98.0 74.0 94.0 91.1 2.20 fps 
Proposed algorithm 
(agreement between three) 43.9 98.1 60.8 94.9 42.9 98.5 81.2 98.5 88.0 90.8 78.8 98.8 2.20 fps 
Table 2:  Comparative Results (in percentage)
         Original            Ground-Truth         Standard HSV       Base algorithm   Base Alg. Adapted     Proposed (A.2)      Proposed (A.3) 
Figure 1:  Comparative Results for frame 2457 of AB_Easy sequence and frame 1030 of S4_T5_A3 sequence
in Table 2. Additional results are available at http://www- Future work includes an extension of the proposed 
algorithm including a complex scheme that integrates 
temporal and spatial information about shadow pixels 
detected. Additionally, like the authors of 
vpu.ii.uam.es/publications/ICIP09ShadowDetection . 
As shown in Table 2, the proposed algorithm improves 
the detection results of the standard HSV [2] and the base 
algorithm 
[4] suggest, we 
want to use the described algorithm to dynamically select 
the optimum color-space from the available ones. 
[4] adapted to process video sequences. It can be 
observed that [2] presents a low detection performance 
showing the dependency of the parameters with the 
sequence being analyzed. On the other hand, the base 
algorithm automatically chooses the optimum parameters 
improving the results of 
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